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The Unconventional Governess (Mills & Boon Love Inspired Historical)HarperCollins UK
The notorious Viscount And the most gossiped-about lady...
A fake romantic getaway A very real attraction!
From impoverished governess... ...to wealthy heiress
Miss Christiana Daventry will do whatever it takes to keep from being thrown out on the
streets--even accept the insufferably attractive Lord Braybrook's proposition Julian Trentham,
Viscount Braybrook, urgently needs to hire a governess and companion, and Christy is
conveniently available. Headstrong, with charmingly mismatched eyes and soft tawny hair,
Christy is unlike any woman he has ever encountered. But there is something so deliciously
endearing about her that Julian quickly forgets how scandalous it would be to give in to the
mounting attraction for his penniless governess....
A Mutual Arrangement
An accomplished beauty... But a most unsuitable match!

The scandalous truth... She’s the Count’s new mistress!
Synopsis coming soon.......
The Unconventional Miss Dane by Francesca Shaw released on Aug 15, 2014 is
available now for purchase.
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SHACKLED TO A SLAVE!
Wrong man... Lady Julia Whitney is at her wit's end. Her perfect beau just won't
propose! But she's struck upon a plan to ensure her marriage by Christmas.
Between masquerades and mistletoe, she finds herself fully compromised...by
the wrong man! ...Right husband? Captain Dunbar cannot believe he's fallen for
this chit's game! Now he must marry society miss Lady Julia with nothing to
connect them other than incredible passion. But he's about to discover that the
best Christmas presents come in surprising, and delightful, packages!
Becky Thorn has been keeping a secret for more than seven years. A secret that,
if found out, could destroy her. So before she gets too ensconced in London
society, she accepts a position as a governess for a reclusive Viscount and his
wife, far away from the ton. Stephen Hastings, the third Viscount Hastings, is
nothing short of perturbed when the tart Miss Thorn shows up on his doorstep.
He is a man with little time and even less patience, who feels his pushover
housekeeper is doing a fine job keeping his wards out of his hair. But Miss Thorn
thinks differently and needles her way into becoming his governess, and
eventually, the object of his affection.
Prudence No one was more aware of their position in life than governess
Prudence Hursley. Fresh from the Paddington Charitable Seminary, soft–hearted
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Prue expected to see little of her new employer, Mr Julius Rookham, and was
prepared for a life of lonely independence. However, Julius's willful niece
continually threw Prue into his path, and the more she got to know the dashing
confirmed bachelor, the more she found herself wishing for the impossible. So
when Julius began actively seeking out her company, she couldn't help but
wonder if perhaps dreams did come true... Nell The star pupil from the
Paddington Seminary, governess Miss Helen Faraday, prides herself on her
common–sense approach to work. But Lord Eden Jarrow's imposing abode is
enough to test the steadiest of nerves – and the brooding man enough to test the
steadiest of hearts! Can one with such a shadowed past be capable of love, and
loving a governess at that? When Nell is drawn into a desperate battle alongside
Eden to save his young daughter from an unexpected, unknown danger, she is
set to find out...
THE DEFIANT DEBUTANTE
Stern and unyielding, Major Damon Collingham was prepared to pay a king’s ransom for
someone who could stay the course as governess to his two motherless children.
A WIFE OF HER CHOOSING
"I have a proposal for you…" The last place respectable governess Ianthe Holt ever expected to
be proposed to was in a train carriage…by a stranger…who had just accused her of trying to trap
another man into marriage! Shipping magnate Robert Felstone may be dashing, but he's also
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insufferable, impertinent—and Ianthe's only possible savior from her uncertain fate. She's
hesitant to play the perfect Felstone wife, but Robert soon shows Ianthe there's more to him
than meets the eye, and more to marriage than vows…
An unexpected inheritance An explosive reunion
Dominic Granville needs a wife—whether he wants one or not! And governess Serena
Somerton intends to find one for him. A marriage of convenience would provide the wealthy
widower's five children with a mother's tender care. And yet none of Dominic's prospective
brides can meet Serena's increasingly high standards. Unconventional, certainly. Outspoken,
to be sure. Even so, Miss Somerton's quirks can't curb Dominic's growing interest in the
spirited young woman. After his wife's death, Dominic was sure he couldn't love again. But
faced with the prospect of losing Serena to another, one fact becomes clear. His imperfect
governess could be his ideal wife.
Can she teach a duke how to love...? Tessa James has worked tirelessly to open her own
millinery shop. All she needs now is a loan from the lord who sired and abandoned her. The
easiest way to track him down? Infiltrate the aristocracy by becoming a governess. Guy
Whitby, the Duke of Carlin, has returned to London after years abroad to discover that his
young daughter, Sophy, has been scaring away her governesses. So when bold and beautiful
Tessa applies for the job, he hires her despite his misgivings that she might be fibbing about
her qualifications. But Guy’s murky past is coming back to haunt him, and when an old enemy
threatens his family, he and Tessa are thrown into the path of danger. A stunning Regency
romance for fans of Tessa Dare and Mary Jo Putney.
Ruled by duty… A king among men, Sheikh Zafir cannot allow emotion or feelings to color his
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judgment. His carnal desires must be curbed for the sake of peace in his kingdom. But his
control is tested by the feisty Fern Davenport; Zafir must have her. Driven by desire… Innocent
Fern Davenport tries to resist the sheikh's skillful seduction—she knows that he could never
marry her. But under the blistering sun an incendiary thirst awakes, and one incredible night
results in a very lasting consequence. Now this sheikh must claim his heir and his bride! Seven
Sexy Sins—The true taste of temptation!
Dominic Granville needs a wife–whether he wants one or not! And governess Serena
Somerton intends to find one for him. A marriage of convenience would provide the wealthy
widower's five children with a mother's tender care. And yet none of Dominic's prospective
brides can meet Serena's increasingly high standards. Unconventional, certainly. Outspoken,
to be sure. Even so, Miss Somerton's quirks can't curb Dominic's growing interest in the
spirited young woman. After his wife's death, Dominic was sure he couldn't love again. But
faced with the prospect of losing Serena to another, one fact becomes clear. His imperfect
governess could be his ideal wife.
A scarred mercenary... Or the Disappearing Duke of Greybourne?
THE MAN WHO COULD NEVER LOVE Waking up in a stranger's bed, Henrietta Markham
encounters the most darkly sensual man she has ever met. The last thing she remembers is
being attacked by a housebreaker-yet being rescued by the notorious Earl of Pentland feels
much more dangerous! Since the cataclysmic failure of his marriage, ice has flowed in Rafe St.
Alban's veins. But meeting impetuous, all-too-distracting governess Henrietta heats his blood
to the boiling point. When she's accused of theft, Rafe finds himself offering to clear her name.
Can Henrietta's innocence bring this hardened rake to his knees?
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A Most Unconventional Match What governess would refuse a duke? Exuberant, opinionated,
irrepressible Leah Shaw, that’s who. Since her arrival at Renforth Hall, the Duke of Northam’s
young son has thrived. Leah, intent on travelling abroad, insists she will stay for one year only.
Marriage would change everything—if only Hayden Latimer, the duke, knew how to woo a
woman who wants nothing to do with matrimony. All the duke’s wealth could not buy Leah the
one thing she cherishes most: her independence. But if an overprotective father can give his
son room to grow, can she learn to put down roots? For it’s every woman’s prerogative to
change her mind...when her heart is guiding her toward love. Glass Slipper Brides: From
governess to Cinderella bride.
The dazzling sequel to Regency Ballrooms Part One, yet perfect as a standalone collection,
sink into the sublime world of the Regency, where scandalous affairs are as commonplace as
romantic courtships. Including:
ane Eyre, the story of a young girl and her passage into adulthood, was an immediate
commercial success at the time of its original publication in 1847. Its representation of the
underside of domestic life and the hypocrisy behind religious enthusiasm drew both praise and
bitter criticism, while Charlotte Brontë's striking expose of poor living conditions for children in
charity schools as well as her poignant portrayal of the limitations faced by women who worked
as governesses sparked great controversy and social debate. Jane Eyre, Brontë's best-known
novel, remains an extraordinary coming-of-age narrative, and one of the great classics of
literature.

When an eligible earl Meets a plain music teacher...
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Dark–hearted Sheikh Prince Jamil al–Nazarri commands his kingdom effortlessly
less so his difficult little daughter! Exasperated, he hires an English governess,
hoping she'll instil some much–needed discipline Lady Cassandra Armstrong is
the most unconventional governess Jamil has ever seen! With her ravishing body
and impulsive passion, Cassie is as innocently alluring as she is forbidden.
Famous for his unshakable honour, the reticent sheikh's resolve is about to be
tested as his feelings for Cassie are anything but honourable!
From shopkeeper... To Duke’s wife
Mills & Boon Historical — Your romantic escape to the past. The Viscount’s
Unconventional Lady - Virginia Heath Notorious divorcee Lord Eastwood needs a
respectable match to halt society’s rumor mill. Yet it’s bold, vibrant artist Faith
Brookes who has caught his attention... Her Gallant Captain At Waterloo - Diane
Gaston When Lady Helene runs into her ex-fiancée Captain Rhys Landon in
Brussels, she’s shocked that attraction still burns between them. On the eve of
battle, their sparks explode into a night of passion, but will it be their last? The
Rags-To-Riches Governess - Janice Preston In order to claim an unexpected
inheritance, governess Leah must marry. Her employer, the enigmatic Earl
who’s captured her heart, offers a marriage of convenience. Can Leah marry him
without love? A Match For The Rebellious Earl - Lara Temple Genevieve needs
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dashing Captain Kit Carrington’s help, but is convinced he’ll refuse the family
that once rejected him. Until one waltz reveals that he’s not her enemy, but a
very tempting ally...
His heart is a fortress. And she’s trespassing!
An excellent student... In the art of flirtation
Miss Letitia Boyce didn't begrudge her sisters their fun with the pick of London's
available bachelors. She'd chosen her path and knew book-learning and
marriage rarely mixed. Her proof was Lord Seton Rayne, who had made it
abundantly clear that an unmarried schoolma'am was of no interest to him—no
matter her good connections. Wealthy and titled, one of the most notorious
rakehells in town, Seton had every heiress hurling herself at him. So his sudden
kissing of captivating, unconventional Letitia took them both by surprise….
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